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AbstractWe develop a model for Machine Translation (MT) based on Data-Oriented Parsing (DOP) allied to thesyntactic representations of Lexical Functional Grammar (LFG).We begin by showing that in themselves, none of the main paradigmatic approaches to MT currently su�ce tothe standard required. Nevertheless, each of these approaches contains elements which if properly harnessedshould lead to an overall improvement in translation performance. It is in this new hybrid spirit that oursearch for a better solution to the problems of MT can be seen.We summarise the original DOP model (Bod 1992), as well as the DOT model of translation on which itis based (Poutsma 1998). We demonstrate that DOT is not guaranteed to produce the correct translation,despite provably deriving the most probable translation. We go on to critically evaluate previous attemptsat LFG-MT, commenting briey on particular problem cases for such systems. We then show how theLFG-DOP model of Bod & Kaplan (1998) can be extended to serve as a novel hybrid model for MT whichpromises to improve upon DOT, as well as the pure LFG-based translation model.
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1 IntroductionA welcome recent development in the �eld of MT is the recognition that none of the three main paradigmaticapproaches to MT, namely:� Transfer-based, e.g. Eurotra, (Arnold & des Tombe, 1987); METAL, (Bennett & Slocum, 1985)� Interlingua-based, e.g. KBMT, (Goodman & Nirenburg, 1991); Rosetta, (Landsbergen, 1989; Rosetta,1994)� Statistics-based, e.g. IBM-MT, (Brown et al., 1990; 1992a)in themselves perform the task of fully-automated, high quality translation to the standard required.1.1 Rule-based Approaches (Transfer & Interlingua)The biggest single problem with rule-based (primarily transfer) systems is that of knowledge acquisition.This takes several forms (Su & Chang, 1992, p.255):� Wide coverage of texts is di�cult to achieve. Knowledge is (normally) restricted to (theoreticallyinteresting) interactions of linguistic phenomena (whether these occur frequently or not in real corporais deemed irrelevant). Consequently expansion from dealing with `toy' grammars and lexica often leadsto lack of robustness.� Given that the translation data is (often) invented (rather than extracted from real corpora), it isdi�cult to maintain consistency in the knowledge bases between developers.� Approaches are (often) based on existing linguistic theories, which are themselves incomplete. There-fore, it is tempting to resort to ad hoc procedures when faced with constructions not dealt with in thetheory.� They �nd it hard to deal with ill-formed input. Again, given the fact that they are often based ongrammatical theories, most only accept well-formed strings. Real text, unfortunately, is not always soaccommodating.Other criticisms having similar roots include:� Expanding one's coverage may cause newly added rules to impinge on others in an unpredictablefashion, causing previously correct behaviour to be inadvertently undone. This might be termed aproblem of tuning.� There is (normally) no systematic basis to the acquisition of rules, so that while being of theoreticalinterest such systems may be of little real relevance.� It is di�cult to handle uncertainty, i.e. if such systems incorporate a preference mechanism, this(normally) has no empirical objectivity or consistency underpinning it.3



Given this, one might question why this paradigm has proved the most popular over the years with MTdevelopers. Of course, there are a number of advantages to transfer-based approaches, although one mustbear in mind that many of these so-called advantages are in fact `non-disadvantages' inherent in otherapproaches, notably interlingua-based systems.For the purposes of this discussion we will assume the following applies equally to interlingual and knowledge-based MT (KBMT). Such approaches are viewed as attractive in theory, but unattainable in practice. Trulylanguage neutral interlinguae are unachievable, and indeed, for closely related languages it makes little senseto ignore their similarities in translation. Consequently, a more pragmatic approach is usually taken whichstops shy of such an intellectually appealing, but ultimately impractical stipulation that the intermediaterepresentation be language-neutral, accepting instead that they be merely language-independent 1. Notethat the previous criticism still stands: it makes little sense to ignore the similarities of (say) Spanish andPortuguese when translating between them, when making use of this shared information would prove morefruitful.Nirenburg et al. (1992, p.51) term this the `maximalist' view of interlingua, and discuss it among a plethora ofoft-cited criticisms of such approaches, focusing particularly on arguments for and against `meaning-oriented'MT. One of the criticisms (op cit., p.43) is that meaning is not required for translation, a view with whichadvocates of statistics-based methods would agree (e.g. Brown et al., 1990, 1992a). Nirenburg et al. (op cit.,p.46) state, however, that the processes involved in the statistical approach, particularly `viewing languagenot as a productive system but as a �xed set of canned locutions ... moves MT out of applied science andinto pure engineering'; not that there is anything wrong with this per se, of course. They continue:`Completely uninterpreted comparison (of text corpora) will lead to errors simply because thehuman translators who produced the translations in the corpus in the �rst place do not translateword-for-word or even sentence-for-sentence.' (Nirenburg et al. (op cit., p.46)While there is little doubt that this is true, we intend to show that a hybrid approach combining a DOPtreebank together with the linguistic structures provided by Lexical Functional Grammar (LFG) ought toproduce fewer such errors, leading to an overall improvement in translation output, both in terms of qualityand robustness.One of the major criticisms of rule-based MT (RBMT) concerns generation of the target language, wheretransfer-based approaches tend to preserve the syntactic structure of the source text in translation, so far asthis is possible. As Nirenburg et al. point out (op cit., p.55):`Direct structural correspondences between certain pairs of languages can be exploited in MTsystems of a particular type, but they should be treated as idiosyncratic occasions rather thanphenomena that occur as a rule .... However, if an MT system does not possess su�cient knowl-edge to analyze source language texts deeply enough ... it may rely on preserving the syntax ofthe source text in the target text as a very crude default heuristic'.Such criticisms have been taken into account in systems as diverse as Shake & Bake MT (Whitelock 1992;Beaven 1992) and Statistical MT (Brown et al., 1990; 1992a), where the target strings are produced from4



a number of target words in a `bag' according solely to rules in the target grammar, and with no referenceto the source string at all. We shall see that our proposed model for LFG-DOP MT similarly avoids thiscriticism by producing target strings from target LFG f-structures.1.2 Statistical ApproachesIn their seminal work on statistical approaches to MT, Brown et al. (1990) claim that linguistic informationmay be dispensed with entirely. However, in subsequent papers (Brown et al., 1992a), they dampen downthis claim in recognising the need to incorporate low-level linguistic information (although done here in apiecemeal way) in order to capture morphological variants of each word to improve their statistical model.Nevertheless, compared with rule-based approaches, `pure' statistical methods assume no linguistic models(of course), nor do they have `any methods of strict well-formedness in mind' (Su & Chang, 1992, p.250).Consequently, it is possible to cope with ill-formed input using such approaches 2, while not being tied toany linguistic theory enables easy computation (cf. Brown et al. 1990). Other advantages of this type ofapproach include (Su & Chang 1992, p.252):� Uncertainty is interpreted objectively.� Consistency is maintainable even in large-scale systems.� System parameters can be manipulated language-independently.� Training is possible with little human intervention.In addition, it might be argued that a good deal of the knowledge needed for MT is inductive, rather thandeductive, in that while linguistics is induced from languages, no natural language is generated from anylinguistic theory per se. All these facts would argue in favour of a statistics-based approach. However, thereare problems too, as one might expect:� The statistical approach requires huge, good quality bilingual (or multilingual) corpora to be available.This is currently the case for few languages only, rendering this approach to MT rather limited.� Of course, if the corpora are too small, one faces the problem of sparse data, where one's statisticalmodels could prove unreliable.� They also need to be representative, for word frequency strongly depends on the domain and text type.� Given the lack of any linguistic knowledge, the parameter space is normally impractically large. Onetends, therefore, to sacri�ce the quality of the statistical information (using bigram models rather thantrigrams, for instance) at the expense of functionality (sparseness, again).In addition, almost all statistical approaches can deal only with local phenomena, i.e. there are certainconstructions (e.g. long-distance dependencies), which cannot be dealt with by most such methods. Fur-thermore, it would appear that the e�ect of distortion, i.e. how closely aligned words are between the twolanguages (e.g. allowing adjectives to appear after their nouns in French, but before them in English), may5



cause one to question the e�ectiveness of such an approach between two languages whose surface orders arenot as closely mirrored (English and Japanese, say). Even between closely related languages, one can foreseeproblems: it is non-trivial to gather accurate statistics to �nd correlations between English and Germanverbs, for instance, which, in complex sentences at least, appear in rather di�erent surface positions.1.3 Example-based MethodsMuch of the above remains relevant for Example-based methods (EBMT | also known as Memory-BasedTranslation). For instance, there are extreme adherents to this approach also, who suggest that EBMTshould deal with the whole process of translation (Sato & Nagao, 1990). There are other more moderateproposals which prefer instead to combine this approach with others (e.g. Sumita et al., 1990). We shall showthat at a shallow level, DOP-based models can serve as exemplars of EBMT, but taking better advantageof DOP (and LFG-DOP) models allows a fully edged MT system to be developed in its own right.1.4 Hybrid ApproachesIt should now be clear that dogmatic adherence to one methodology will result in sub-optimal results. Indeed,at least with reference to the claim that statistics-based techniques su�ce, this is unnecessary since manyregular aspects of language can be handled quite simply using rules. At the same time, it is clear that eachof the approaches contains favourable elements which, if integrated into a single system, could do the jobbetter than any of the distinct methods, a view endorsed by many other researchers (cf. Carbonnel et al.,1992:235; Lehmann & Ott, 1992:237; Grishman & Kosaka, 1992:263).2 LFG-DOP: A Hybrid Architecture for NLPBod & Kaplan (1998) have recently augmented DOP with the syntactic representations of Lexical FunctionalGrammar (LFG) in the spirit of this trend towards hybridity. We propose here that LFG-DOP be utilisedas a basis for machine translation (MT). This will be described in detail later in the paper, but it is �rstnecessary to outline both the original DOP model as well as how LFG relates to MT, as these provide thetheoretical backbone to the proposed system.2.1 The DOP ApproachData-Oriented Parsing (DOP) language models (e.g. Bod 1992, 1993, 1995; Sima'an 1995; Rajman 1995)assume that past experiences of language are signi�cant in both perception and production. DOP prefersperformance models over competence grammars, in that abstract grammar rules are eschewed in favour ofmodels based on large collections of previously occurring fragments of language. New language fragmentsare processed with reference to already existing fragments from the treebank, which are combined usingprobabilistic techniques to determine the most likely analysis for the new fragment.6



The general DOP architecture Bod (1995) stipulates four parameters on which particular models are instan-tiated, namely:1. A formal de�nition of a well-formed representation for fragment analyses.2. A set of decomposition operations for splitting strings into a set of fragments.3. A set of composition operations for recombination of such fragments in order to derive analyses of newstrings.4. A de�nition of a probability model indicating the likelihood of a string based on the probabilities ofits constituent parts.DOP models typically use surface PS-trees as the chosen representation for strings (hence `Tree-DOP', Bod1992), but nothing hangs on this choice. However, given that LFG c-structures are little more than annotatedPS-trees allows us to proceed very much on the same lines as in Tree-DOP, which has two decompositionoperations to produce subtrees from sentence representations: (i) the Root operation, which takes any nodein a tree as the root of a new subtree, deleting all other nodes except this new root and all nodes dominatedby it; and (ii) the Frontier operation, which selects a (possibly empty) set of nodes in the newly createdsubtree, excluding the root, and deletes all subtrees dominated by these selected nodes. For instance, thefull set of DOP trees derived from the sentence John swims would be as in (1):(1) SNP VPJohn Vswims SNP VPJohn V SNP VPJohn SNP VPSNP VPVswims SNP VPV NPJohn VPVswims VPV VswimsTree-DOP recombines fragments starting from the leftmost non-terminal frontier node, and replaces thiswith a fragment having the same root symbol as this frontier node. For instance, assuming the treebank in(1), John swims has (2) as a possible derivation (among many others):
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(2) SNP VPVswims o NPJohn = SNP VPJohn VswimsFinally, the chosen probability model for Tree-DOP is based quite simply on the relative frequencies offragments in the treebank, assuming (i) that the trees are stochastically independent; and (ii) that thetreebank in question represents the total population of subtrees. Of course, neither of these is correct,but their adoption allows both the construction of a simple probability model as well as easy subsequentcomputation.These elements enable representations of new strings to be constructed from previously occurring fragmentsin a number of ways. If each derivation D has a probability P(D), then the probability of deriving a Tree-DOPrepresentation R is the sum of the probabilities of the individual derivations, as in (3):(3) P (R) =XD derives R P (D)The probability of each individual derivation t is calculated as the product of the probabilities of all theconstituent elements (ht1; t2:::tni, here) involved in choosing tree t from the treebank, as in (4):(4) P (ht1; t2:::tni) = nYi=1 P (t)Pt02corpus P (t0)This is best illustrated with a simple example. Given two sentences|John swims and Peter laughs|andtheir associated trees, we shall derive the probability of the new string Peter swims with respect to this smallcorpus of tree fragments. This is the joint probability (i.e. the product of the individual probabilities) of:1. selecting the subtree s[NP vp[v[swims]]] among the subtrees labelled S.2. selecting the subtree np[Peter] among the subtrees labelled NP.i.e. P(t = [NP vp[v[swims]]] j root(t) = S) * P(t = [np[Peter]]j root(t) = NP) These conditionalprobabilities are computed by dividing the cardinalities of the occurrences of the trees. For instance, P(t =np[Peter] j root(t) = NP) = #(np[Peter] j root(t) = NP )#(t j root(t) = NP )Given this small corpus, P(t = [NP vp[v[swims]]] j root(t) = S) = 1/12, i.e. there are 12 trees possiblewith Root = S, shown in (5): 8



(5) a. s(np(john),vp(v(swims)))b. s(np(john),vp(v(Y)))c. s(np(john),vp(Y))d. s(np(X),vp(v(swims)))e. s(np(X),vp(v(Y)))f. s(np(X),vp(Y))g. s(np(peter),vp(v(laughs)))h. s(np(peter),vp(v(Y)))i. s(np(peter),vp(Y))j. s(np(X),vp(v(laughs)))k. s(np(X),vp(v(Y)))l. s(np(X),vp(Y))only one of which (5d) matches this structure. The copies of trees are produced in di�erent ways: forinstance, the tree pattern s(np(X),vp(Y)), seen as (5f) and (5l) here, is a subtree of the full parse treeof both example sentences (the variables are so that Prolog can later instantiate them to actual pieces ofstructure in the recombination process|in a visual representation of such trees, as in (1), we can safely omitthem, of course). Importantly, then, we can see that a DOP treebank is a bag, rather than a set. Each treewhich can play a part in combining together with other trees to form a representation for a sentence is usedto contribute to the overall probability of that representation given the corpus.It is not di�cult to see that P(t = [np[Peter]]j root(t) = NP) = 1/2, as there are 2 trees possible withRoot = NP, one for Peter and one for John. As a result, therefore, P(Peter swims) = 1/12 * 1/2 = 1/24,assuming this derivation. This probability is small, and does not reect the probability of the string Peterswims given this corpus, as the probability of a parse-tree is computed by considering all its derivations, asin (3),which can also be written as (6):(6) X iY j #(tij)#(t j root(t) = root(tij))There are 7 such derivations possible, giving P(Peter swims) = 40/196 = 5/24, reecting the fact that of the4 possible sentences derivable using this toy corpus, the original sentences John swims and Peter laughs aremore probable (7/24 each) than the new derivable strings Peter swims and John laughs. The reason for this,of course, is that full trees exist for the original strings (with probabilities 1/12 each). DOP �nds these aswell as the remaining trees labelled S used to derive the other two sentences, hence the di�erence of 2/24, or1/12. Despite the triviality of the small corpus chosen here, this illustration gives the reader a avour of thesimplicity of the DOP approach given such a probability model, as well as the preference in DOP (in termsof higher probability) for larger trees. We shall take advantage of this later when it comes to translation, asthe same e�ects are seen there too. 9



2.2 Approaches to Translation using Lexical Functional GrammarLFG (Kaplan & Bresnan, 1982) is theory of syntax which allows description of sentences at a number ofdi�erent levels|c-structure, f-structure and s-structure. The c-structure (constituent structure) is a phrase-structure tree signifying the surface structure of the string, the f-structure (functional structure) is anattribute-value matrix (AVM) capturing the grammatical relations inherent in the string, while s-structures(semantic structure) go one level deeper and express relational information. There are two mappings|�,which maps c-structure nodes onto elements of the f-structure, and �, which relates f- and s-structures, sothat LFG is a linear model (c �!f �!s-structure). An example of the three structures for the sentenceJohn swims is shown in (7):(7) SNP VPJohn Vswims ��! 2666666664 SUBJ " PRED `John'NUM SG #PRED `swimh("SUBJ)i'TENSE PRES 3777777775 ��! " REL SWIMARG1 JOHN #
LFG has also been proposed as an MT formalism (Kaplan et al. 1989). Given the very powerful andelegant way of relating unlike representations (c-structure trees and f-structure AVMs) when used as apure-linguistics theory of syntax, it is not too surprising that its use as an MT engine has met with somesuccess. Kaplan et al. illustrate the ability of LFG to cope with some hard examples using codescriptioni.e. various levels of linguistic structure contribute to (`co-describe') the translation of strings. Rather thanconating all translationally relevant information into a single, linguistically hybrid level of representation,LFG-MT allows information from di�erent linguistic levels of representation to interact in order to constrainthe translation relation, by function composition.The primary example used here by Kaplan et al. is the well-known headswitching example venir de X ,has just X-ed), which their LFG-MT system proposes to deal with as in (8):(8) just:(" PRED ) = `justh" ARG i'(�" PRED FN) = venir(�" XCOMP) = �(" ARG)That is, the XCOMP function (i.e. in�nitival complement) of venir corresponds to the ARG function of just.
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Nevertheless, Sadler et al. (1989, 1990) show that this approach cannot deal elegantly and straightforwardlywith more complex cases of headswitching, as in (9):(9) a. Jan toevallig graag zwemt �!b. Jan happens to like to swimc. Jan likes to happen to swimThe f-structure corresponding to the Dutch sentence (9a) is (10):(10) 2666666664 SUBJ " PRED `Jan'NUM SG #PRED `zwemmenh("SUBJ)i'TENSE PRESADJUNCT ftoevallig, graag g 3777777775Given the original formulation of LFG, there is no way of producing the required embedding of graag(`likingly') under toevallig (`by chance'), and not vice versa, without resorting to tuning. Furthermore,satisfying the requirement that only possible translations are produced is problematic where the translationof a lexical head is conditioned in some way by its dependants, as in commit suicide �!se suicider, cf.(26-28), (30).Cases with adverbial modi�ers like (9) are subsequently solved by the introduction of the notion of restriction,which seeks to overcome problems in mapping between at syntactic f-structures to hierarchical semanticones (Kaplan & Wedekind 1993). The intuition is that in such cases semantic units correspond to subsets offunctional information, and restricting the f-structure (in other words, removing graag and toevallig in turnfrom the adjunct set in (10)) enables (10) to be associated with the alternative s-structures in (11):(11) 266664 REL `toevallig'ARG1 2664 REL `graag'ARG1 " REL zwemmenARG1 JAN # 3775 377775 266664 REL `graag'ARG1 2664 REL `toevallig'ARG1 " REL zwemmenARG1 JAN # 3775 377775This addition to LFG-MT, while solving most of the immediate problems, has met with other criticisms,notably those of Butt (1994), who states that the use of the restriction operator entails dealing with complexpredicates in Urdu in an unintuitive way. Butt consequently advocates the use of linear logic source and targetsemantic representations (Dalrymple et al., 1993) as a more exible solution to this problem, in conjunctionwith the classical � -equations and language speci�c (i.e. monolingual) mapping principles between f- ands-structures. The use of linear logic has also recently been adopted by Van Genabith et al. (1998), whorecommend it as a formalism for the representation of transfer, in addition to performing transfer on linearlogic meaning constructors. 11



In sum, the �rm mathematical foundations of LFG-MT provide the linguist with a powerful yet intuitiveset of tools which facilitate the description of natural languages both monolingually and multilingually.Nevertheless, it su�ers, as all rule-based systems do, from a lack of robustness. It is this shortcoming thatits alliance with DOP will help overcome.2.3 Opportunities for Hybridity-LFG DOPTree-DOP has been used to perform experiments on the Penn Treebank 3 and the OVIS 4 (Dutch PublicTransport Information System) corpus (Bod 1993, 1995; Bonnema et al., 1997; Sima'an 1995) which showan increase in parse accuracy when larger tree fragments are considered. Nevertheless, such approaches arenecessarily limited to those contextual dependencies actually occurring in the corpus, which is a reection ofsurface phenomena only. It has been known for some time that purely context-free models are insu�cientlypowerful to deal with all aspects of human language. In this regard, DOP models have been augmented (vanden Berg et al., 1994; Tugwell 1995) to deal with richer representations, but such models have remainedcontext-free. LFG, however, is known to be beyond context-free. It can capture and provide representationsof linguistic phenomena other than those occurring at surface structure. The functional structures of LFGhave been allied to the techniques of DOP to create a new model, LFG-DOP (Bod & Kaplan, 1998), whichadds a measure of robustness (both with respect to unseen as well as ill-formed input) not available to modelsbased solely on LFG.For example, Bod & Kaplan (op cit.) show that given the treebank for sentences John fell and peoplewalked, models can be constructed where, for two new strings John walked and people fell, the unmarkedinterpretation is less likely than the two speci�c interpretations, and of these the intuitively correct ones areselected for each corresponding verb. That is, if we already have a plural verb, and we come across a subjectNP we do not recognise, at least we prefer it to be plural over the unspeci�ed or singular alternatives, andvice versa.As with Tree-DOP, LFG-DOP needs to be de�ned using the same four parameters outlined in x2.1. Itsrepresentations are simply lifted en bloc from LFG theory, so that each string is annotated with a c-structure, an f-structure, and a mapping � between them. Well-formedness conditions operate solely onf-structure, as usual.Since we are now dealing with hc,fi pairs of structure, the Root and Frontier decomposition operationsof DOP need to be adapted to stipulate exactly which c-structure nodes are linked to which f-structurecomponents, thereby maintaining the fundamentals of c- and f-structure correspondence. As in Tree-DOP,Root erases all nodes outside of the selected node, and in addition deletes all �-links leaving the erased nodes,as well as all f-structure units that are not �-accessible from the remaining nodes, reecting the intuitivenotion that nodes in a tree carry information only about the f-structure elements to which the root node ofthe tree permits access, as in (12):
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(12) SNP VPJohn swims 2666666664 SUBJ " PRED `John'NUM SG #PRED `swimh("SUBJ)i'TENSE PRES 3777777775Frontier operates as in Tree-DOP, deleting all subtrees of the selected frontier nodes. Furthermore, it deletesall �-links of these deleted nodes together with any semantic form corresponding to the same nodes, as in(13):(13) SNP VPJohn 266664 SUBJ " PRED `John'NUM SG #TENSE PRES 377775This illustrates the ability of Root nodes to access certain features (TENSE, here) even after subnodes havebeen deleted. While this may look odd to speakers of English, Bod and Kaplan (op cit.) note that Subject-tense agreement is seen in some languages (such as Hindi). Consequently, there is no universal principlewhich rules out fragments such as (13). Nevertheless, the above example can be pruned still further, as in(14):(14) SNP VPJohn 2664 SUBJ " PRED `John'NUM SG # 3775by applying a third, and new operation, Discard, to the TENSE feature in (13). This represents directlythe probability that there is no Subject-tense dependency in English, and consequently we would expect tosee such fragments more frequently in our treebanks. It is this Discard operation that adds considerably toLFG's robustness. Discard provides generalised fragments from those derived via Root and Frontier by freelydeleting any combination of attribute-value pairs from an f-structure except those that are linked to someremaining c-structure node via the � mapping, or that are governed by the local predicate. Its introductionalso necessitates a new de�nition of the grammaticality of a sentence with respect to a corpus, namely anysentence having at least one derivation whose fragments are produced only by Root and Frontier and not byDiscard.Composition is also a two-step operation. C-structures are combined by leftmost substitution, as in Tree-DOP, subject to the matching of their nodes. F-structures corresponding to these nodes are then recursivelyuni�ed, and the resulting f-structures are subjected to the grammaticality checks of LFG. Finally, P (f j CS)denotes the probability of choosing a fragment f from a competition set CS of competing fragments. Theprobability of an LFG-DOP derivation is the same as in Tree-DOP (cf. (6) above). In Tree-DOP, apart fromthe Root and Frontier operations, there are no other well-formedness checks. LFG, however, has a number of13



grammaticality conditions. Given this, we can de�ne probabilities only for valid representations by samplingpost hoc only from such representations. The probability of a valid representation is (15):(15) P (R j R is valid) = P (R)PR0 is valid P (R0)If we choose to enforce the LFG grammaticality checks at various stages in the process, we produce a numberof di�erent competition sets. Bod & Kaplan (op cit.) describe four such sets linked to the probabilitymodels for LFG-DOP. In brief, these are:1. A straightforward extension of the Tree-DOP probability model, where the choice of a fragment de-pends only on its Root node and not on the Uniqueness, Completeness or Coherence conditions ofLFG. Consequently, unless a large number of valid representations are sampled with high conditionalprobabilities, this model can be expected to produce many invalid representations.2. C-structure nodes must match, and f-structures must be uni�able if two LFG fragments are to becombined. This model takes the LFG Uniqueness condition (namely that each attribute has only onevalue) as well as the Root category into account. As the resultant fragments produced vary dependingon the derivation followed, uni�ability must be determined at each step in the process.3. In addition to the steps outlined thus far, the LFG Coherence check is enforced at each step, ensuringthat each grammatical function (SUBJ, OBJ etc.) present in the f-structure is governed (i.e. required tobe present) by a PRED. This means we are dealing only with well-formed c-structures which correspondto coherent and consistent (i.e. which satisfy LFG's Uniqueness check, thereby permitting uni�cationonly where exactly appropriate) f-structures.4. The �nal model is one where all checks|all LFG grammaticality conditions, as well as the DOPcategory-matching stipulation|are left to the end.Bod & Kaplan (op cit.) note that in models 1-3 the category matching condition is enforced on-line, andall LFG checks are either performed on-line or post hoc, whereas given the non-monotonic nature of theCompleteness check (i.e. that each grammatical function governed by a PRED is present in the f-structure),this can only ever be enforced post hoc. It is easy to envisage a number of other models where variouscombinations of these conditions are evaluated at di�erent stages in the process.3 Applications of DOP in TranslationDOP-based models can be used on several levels in the translation process:� as an EBMT system;� as a fully edged MT system using DOP.We shall discuss the merits of each of these prior to our LFG-DOP MT proposals.14



3.1 DOP as an Exemplar of EBMTOne obvious yet novel use for DOP as a model for MT is as an example of EBMT, with corpora of linkedsource and target trees and subtrees. Such a model would act exactly like any other EBMT system, where newstrings are analysed by looking up `similar' examples of previously encountered aligned source and targetsentences in a corpus, and suggestions are made as to `fuzzy' matches which exceed some predeterminedthreshold for the user's selection for post-editing (if necessary) into the �nal `correct' translation. DOP-based corpora would facilitate the alignment process as the syntactic information available would enable thesystem to better establish links between source and target chunks, rather than, as is the case with unparsed(or even untagged) corpora, leaving the system to try to determine translational equivalents in isolation ofsuch linguistic clues.Like all statistical systems, one of the major attractions of EBMT is that the larger the corpus becomes,the greater the chance of �nding a good translation match. However, when there are a large numberof overlapping fragments on which to base a candidate translation, EBMT systems can be led astray byostensibly conicting choices; DOP can su�er in the same way, as in (17) below, but we can be relativelycon�dent in assuming that{in the general case{correct translations are obtained given that the immediatesyntactic context is always available to try to help ensure the optimal selection of ambiguous words. Thetwo problems for EBMT in this regard are boundary de�nition|retrieved fragments may not be well-formedconstituents|and boundary friction|the retrieval process does not take context into account, neither ofwhich are as problematic for DOP. The former is a particular problem for `pure' EBMT systems, in thatwe need to ensure syntactic well-formedness without actually employing grammatical information, but thisis always available in DOP. Nevertheless, this does not always help. To give an example, in attempting totranslate the sentence The PC business e�ects changes in its marketing strategy for its European operations,an EBMT system may have the fragments in (16) in its memory on which to base its judgements:(16) a. The PC business e�ects are wide-ranging in the Asian economy.b. British Telecom changes radically in its marketing strategy for the next century.This might cause it to produce the incorrect translation with changes as the verb and e�ects as a noun,rather than the other way round, assuming no other suitable chunks are available. DOP too errs here: it ispossible to insert the VP headed by changes into the tree (17):(17) SNP VPDET N N NThe PC business e�ectsto end up with a wrong (yet valid with respect to the corpus) analysis for this sentence. Depending on thecorpus, however, it is reasonable to expect that the probability of other correct derivations may exceed that15



of this incorrect analysis. This shortcoming would be overcome by augmenting a DOP treebank with LFGf-structures, as LFG's uni�cation element would prevent such a derivation with a plural SUBJ NP and asingular VP.In such circumstances, it is generally the case that the more context is available, the better DOP is at resolvingsuch ambiguity, as, like Probabilistic Context-Free Grammars (PCFGs), but unlike n-gram approaches, itprefers larger chunks. A PCFG would be much more likely to assign a higher probability to the string Johnbaked a cake than it would the string John baked a, given the preference for a rule such as VP ! V DETN over one like VP ! V DET, whereas we can expect the opposite result to be achieved with a HiddenMarkov Model, given the implausibility that P (cake j John baked a) would have a probability of 1 in acorpus. Most, if not all, EBMT systems give extra weight to larger chunks, all else being equal, when itcomes to constructing new translations (e.g. Sato & Nagao 1990; Veale & Way 1997). It is, therefore, in thesame way unsurprising that DOP's accuracy in parsing increases when larger chunks are taken into account(Bod 1993).In any case, the general criticism of length-based approaches, whether we are using an n-gram approach (e.g.Brown et al. 1990), or a window-based approach (e.g. Grefenstette 1993; Brown et al. 1992b; Gale et al.1992), is the restriction imposed by the amount of context which can be handled at any one time. If we areattempting to deal with collocations, or long-distance dependencies or trying to establish the best chunk formapping in translation, tree-based approaches such as DOP handle such phenomena within structures. Suchdependencies have nothing to do with length, or distance, which are arbitrary, wrong notions, nor complexnotions like mutual information.3.2 Data-Oriented Translation (DOT)Notwithstanding the improved production of correspondences between source and target chunks that canbe expected by linguistically enhanced corpora such as those provided by DOP, the development of such astatic system can be viewed as an underachievement of what might be possible if we were to use the fullmachinery a�orded by DOP. All else being equal, we would prefer a dynamic MT system, and in this spiritPoutsma (1998) has developed such a model|Data-Oriented Translation (DOT).His DOT model relates POS-fragments between two languages (English and Dutch here), with an accom-panying probability. Once a derivation for the source language sentence has been arrived at (using themethodology of DOP outlined in x2.1), the target structure is assembled, and a string produced. Since thereare typically many di�erent derivations for the source sentence, there may be as many di�erent translationsavailable. As is the case when DOP is used monolingually, the probability of a translation is calculated bysumming the probabilities of all possible derivations forming the translation (cf. (6) above). Poutsma showsthat the most probable translation can be computed using Monte-Carlo disambiguation, and exempli�es thisusing sentence idioms.Poutsma's system is premised on both the Principle of Compositionality of Translation, namely that twostrings are considered to be translations if and only if they have been constructed from parts which are eachothers translations, as well as the Principle of Compositionality of Meaning, which states that the meaningof an expression is a function of its constituent parts and the way they are combined.16



That is, given the two linked trees in (18):(18) SNP VPDet N V NPthe man kicked Det Nthe bucket
SNP VPDet N V NPde man ging Det N PPde pijp uiteach link symbolises a semantic equivalence: any tree can be replaced with its linked translation with no lossof meaning. A link must exist at the root level, and links may exist at all levels other than at the leaves.In order to form sub-analyses which can be used in translation, Poutsma de�nes how source-target DOPfragments are to be linked:A subtree-pair of a linked pair of trees T1 and T2 consists of two connected and linked subgraphsU1 and U2 such that:1. for every pair of nodes U1, U2 for which a link exists between their corresponding nodes inT1, T2, it holds that:(a) both U1 and U2 have zero daughter nodes,or(b) both U1 and U2 have all the daughter nodes of their corresponding nodes in T1 and T2and2. every node in U1 (or U2) that does not have a link in T1 (or T2) has all the daughter nodesof the corresponding node,and3. both U1 and U2 consist of more than one node,and4. at least one (top level) link between U1 and U2 must exist.Some subtree-pairs arising from the linked trees in (18) include those in (19):
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(19) SNP VPDet N V NPthe man kicked Det Nthe bucket
SNP VPDet N V NPde man ging Det N PPde pijp uitDetthe Detde Nman Nman VPV NPkicked Det Nthe bucket VPV NPging Det N PPde pijp uit3.3 Translations in ContextFor the most part, of course, the fragments produced in DOP corpora correspond exactly to PS-rules.However, this need not be the case, as in the example the emaciated man starved, where one of the fragmentsobtained would be (20):(20) SNP VPDet Adj N Vemaciated starvedThis is one major di�erence between DOP and PCFGs. Given that PCFGs are necessarily based on alinguistic theory, they are restricted by the content of the rules of that theory|it is hard to conceive of alinguist writing a rule such as S �!Det emaciated N starved|so the relationship shown in (20) would not becaptured. DOP has no such locality restriction, in principle at any rate (although we note that the number ofresultant fragments is very large), enabling collocations to be captured which naturally occur outside of PS-rules, as here. This facility gives DOP an advantage over true rule-based systems|for instance, the Eurotraformalisms CAT (e.g. Arnold & des Tombe, 1987) and EF (e.g. Bech & Nygaard, 1988)|as we can provideparts of translations in context. However, in linking problematic parts of source-target fragments, DOPmodels do correspond to translation rules (which are|normally|di�erent animals entirely from PS-rules).So we should be able to deal with `hard' cases, and combinations of exceptions (Way et al. 1997), assuming,as always, that instances of the speci�c translations do appear in the corpus. Consider the examples in (21):18



(21) a. Le gouvernement sait le faire , The government knows how to do it.b. On le fait maintenant , It is done now.c. On sait le faire , How to do it is known.d. On mange bien en France , One eats well in France.The point is that it is generally the case that French sentences with on as subject are best translated in Englishas agentless passives, despite examples such as (d). In brief, Way et al. (op cit.) show that the mainstreamEurotra formalisms cannot handle sentences like (c), which contain two problematic translation phenomena|the insertion of how, plus the translation of on|using the speci�c rules written for the translation of thesephenomena in isolation (examples (a) and (b)), but only by writing a rule to handle the combination of suchexceptions. However, Mimo (Arnold et al., 1988; Arnold & Sadler, 1990) can handle such combinations ofexceptions in a compositional fashion. For instance, a Mimo rule to translate cases with savoir would be asin (22):(22) !savoir.[a!arg2] , !know.[!mod=how.[a!arg2]]where only those parts which are relevant to the translation problem are mentioned. CAT (or EF) su�ers inexamples like these by its local tree restriction, whereby if a rule mentions any two nodes in a local tree, itmust mention the whole local tree. In its corresponding rule, therefore, it is forced to mention all daughtersof savoir, despite the fact that the subject position has nothing to do with the problem of translating savoiritself, and the presence of this node in the savoir rule prevents the on rule from �ring, necessitating a newrule which includes both phenomena in the same context. This e�ect is pervasive and causes systems likeCAT to approximate to sentence dictionaries when faced with combinations of di�cult translation problems.DOT, however, is like Mimo here in that its models correctly prefer the speci�c translations for sentenceslike (21)(c) over those incorrect ones produced by default; one can see quite straightforwardly that a treefragment (generalised in (23) with in�nitives) will be produced which corresponds exactly to the Mimo rule(22):(23) SNP VP ,savoir S SNP VPknow how S3.4 Some Limitations of DOTIt may be hoped that we might be able to safely rely on the probability model of DOT to prefer translationsusing speci�c `rules' such as these to those derived via smaller fragments of default translations, as oncethese are combined into a complete tree, the e�ect of multiplication of already small probabilities rendersthe likelihood of these translations very low indeed compared to those derived using larger tree fragments,i.e. the words in context. 19



However, DOT may not produce the correct translation when faced with certain example sentences, yetwhen LFG-DOP MT is used instead this problem can be overcome. For example, it is unclear whether thelike , plaire (relation changing) case, let alone others of greater translation di�culty, could be dealt within such a model. That is, how can we map fragments of POS trees between source and target? Even if wecan align at the sentence level, as in (24):(24) SNP VPJohn V NPlikes Mary SNP VPMarie V PPplâ�t �a Jeanhow can we show the links between hJohn; Jeani and hMary;Mariei here? Note that interestingly, unlessthere is some prior occurrence of Jean as object, or Marie as subject, DOT may actually prefer the wrongtranslation Jean plâ�t �a Marie. If we have a treebank built up from Jean embrasse Marie and Sarah plâ�t�a Bill, then the string Jean plâ�t �a Marie is about 1.25 times more likely than the correct alternative giventhe French language model. The reason for this is DOP's preference for Jean as subject, given the followingtree (25) already in its treebank:(25) SNP VPJeanFurthermore, DOP's statistical model also gives a `level of correctness' �gure to alternative translations. Thisis useful (though must be treated with caution, as it may rank wrong translations above correct alternatives)in cases where the default translation in LFG-MT (and in many other systems) cannot be suppressed whenthe speci�c translation is required. For example, assuming the basic default rules in (26):(26) a. commettre , commitb. suicide , suicidein order to deal with the sentences in (27):(27) a. Jean commet un crime , Jean commits a crimeb. Le suicide est tragique , Suicide is tragicwe would get the wrong translation in (28):(28) John commits suicide , *John commet le suicide (cf. John se suicide)Since we require speci�c rules to override the default translation where applicable, in LFG-MT we wouldget both translations here, i.e. a correct one and a wrong one. Assuming a DOP treebank built from theFrench sentences in (27) as well as Marie se suicide, the ill-formed string Jean commet le suicide is preferred(in the French language model) about about half as much again as the correct alternative Jean se suicide.20



There are several reasons for this: the preference for Jean as subject of commettre, the co-occurrence of leand suicide, plus the fact that commettre is followed by an NP consisting of a Det + N sequence. Note thatproducing more than one translation for a string is not possible with LTAG-MT (Abeill�e et al., 1990), forinstance, so in this case we assume that the more likely French string will be proposed as the wrong, �naltranslation.Note also that these results are obtained with the same number of instances of each verb | in a larger corpuscommettre would surely greatly outnumber instances of se suicider. Nor are they by any means unexpected.As an example, in the LOB Corpus 5, there are 66 instances of commit (including its morphological variants),only 4 of which have suicide as its object, out of the 15 occurrences of suicide as an NP. Consequently, evenfor this small sample, we can see that 94% of these examples need to be translated compositionally (bycommettre + NP), while only the commit suicide examples require a speci�c rule to apply (i.e. se suicider).In the on-line Canadian Hansards 6 covering 1986-1993, there are just 106 instances of se suicider (includingits morphological variants). There will, of course, be many thousands of instances of commettre. Givenoccurrences of suicide as an NP in French corpora, it is not an unreasonable hypothesis to expect that thewrong translations such as (28) will be much more probable than those derived via the speci�c rule.Of course, these are by no means isolated cases of di�cult translation problems. Way et al. (1997) producea categorization of a number of `hard' cases of translation containing complex insertions and deletions, suchas:1. `Schimmel' cases (also classi�ed as cases of `Conational Divergence' (Dorr 1993, p.258f), or `1-to-Nlexical gaps' (Lindop & Tsujii 1991), from the well-known example where the German noun Schimmeltranslates as the English governor horse plus a complete AP modi�er containing white.2. Relation changing verbs, such as (24), like , plaire.3. `Shoehorn' cases, such as (21), savoir , know how, where an additional piece of structure needs to be`shoehorned in' by the target grammars around an already existing piece of target structure.4. Headswitching cases, such as (9), or Ich arbeite gerne , I like working (cf. note 1), where what inEnglish is realised as a main verb is expressed in German by means of an adverbial modi�er, gerne.These category mismatches, lexical holes, insertions, and deletions can be described in similar terms to thoseused by IBM-MT (Brown et al., 1990; 1992a) | fertility and distortion. Whichever description one chooses,however, the mechanics of DOT remain the same whatever pair of languages one is translating between.Nevertheless, we expect it to do better between languages with similar word-order, in a similar way totransfer, which prefers `like' languages, whereas the interlingual approach is often quoted as being better fordissimilar ones.However, it would appear that the adherence to left-most substitution in the target given a priori left-mostsubstitution in the source is too strictly linked to linear order of words, so that, as soon as this deviates to anysigni�cant extent even between similar languages, DOT has a huge bias in favour of the incorrect translation.Even if the correct, non-compositional translation is achievable in such circumstances via DOT, it is likelyto be so outranked by other wrong alternatives that it will be dismissed, unless all possible translations aremaintained for later scrutiny by the user. 21



One line of investigation which we now develop that can overcome this linear restriction is to use LFG's� -equations to relate translation fragments between languages.4 LFG-DOP MTThe DOT model cannot always explicitly relate parts of the source language structure to the corresponding,correct parts in the target structure. We now propose the use of LFG-DOP (Bod & Kaplan, 1998) as thebasis for an innovative MT system. LFG's � -equations are able to link exactly those source-target elementswhich are translations of each other. In turn, DOP adds robustness to LFG-MT, both with respect to dealingwith ill-formed input, and to dealing with well-formed input not covered by the treebank. Of course, theyought to work well in tandem here, as even if we have partial, uncompletable fragments (with respect tothe corpus), the uni�cation element in LFG may bring extra information to bear in constraining the missingelement.4.1 Two Models for LFG-DOP MTThere seem to be at least two possibilities as to how LFG-DOP MT might work.4.1.1 Model 1: hc; �; f; �; f 0; �0; c0iThis is a simple, linear model. Given separate language corpora, the model builds a target f-structure f 0from a source c-structure c and f-structure f, the mapping between them �, and the tau-equations � . Fromthis target f-structure f 0, a target string will be generated via the standard LFG generation algorithms (cf.Wedekind 1988; Kohl 1992), as illustrated by the mapping �' in (29), explicitly linking f 0 and c0:(29) �c f �c0 f 0�0The di�erent components needed then are:� a source language LFG-DOP model;� the � mapping;� a target language LFG-DOP model.Note that �0 is not a function: one only has to think of free word order languages to see immediately thatone f-structure can represent many di�erent strings. Given this, we intend to arrive at the most probablec-structure, and string, via regular DOP probabilistic techniques, such as Monte-Carlo sampling. Thereis no reason to suggest that such techniques which work well for DOP will not carry over successfully toLFG-DOP. 22



The advantage of this model over DOT is the availability of the explicit � -equations to link source-targetcorrespondences. For instance, the LFG-MT solution to the like , plaire case, (24), is (30):(30) like:(�" PRED ) = plaire�(" SUBJ) = (�" OBL)�(" OBJ) = (�" SUBJ)That is, the subject of like is translated as the oblique argument of plaire, while the object of like is translatedas the subject of plaire.The solution to the commit suicide , se suicider problem, (26-28), is (31):(31) commit:(�" PRED ) = se suicider�(" SUBJ) = (�" SUBJ)(" OBJ PRED) =c suicideHere the collocational units `commit + suicide' are linked as a whole to se suicider. The =c equation is aconstraining equation: rather than expressing mere equality, it constrains the PRED value of the OBJ ofcommit to suicide when it is to be translated as a whole into se suicider.Using LFG � -equations ensures the derivation of the correct target f-structure, along with some wrongalternatives via the default rules. We cannot be sure that the generation of a target string via the correcttarget f-structure will be a more probable translation than any wrong alternative, but it will exist as oneof a small number of high-ranking candidate solutions from which the �nal translation can be selected. Ofcourse, the better the target language LFG-DOP model, the more likely the correct translation is to be themost preferred translation.4.1.2 Model 2: hc; f; �i�!; �  � hc0; f 0; �0iHere we have integrated language corpora, where for each node in a tree c, we relate it both to its correspond-ing f-structure fragment f and its corresponding target c-structure node c0, and for each source f-structurefragment, we relate that to its target language fragment in f-structure f 0, via � , as in (32):(32) �c f �c0 f 0�0Model 2 contains explicit links between both surface constituents and f-structure units in both languages,whereas Model 1 relates the languages just at the level of f-structure (via �). Here  is the DOT modeloutlined in x3.2. Consequently, Model 2 is a good deal more complex, necessitating:23



� a source language LFG-DOP model;� the  mapping (i.e. the DOT model);� a target language LFG-DOP model.� a methodology whereby the -probabilities can be integrated with the � mapping to derive a translationvia the most probable combination of linked LFG-DOP fragments.The principal reason for hypothesising the  function is that it is reasonable to assume that, as Poutsma(1998) has shown, that valuable information concerning the �nal formulation of the target string can beinuenced by the source c-structure. In this way we have two pieces of information at hand with which tobuild the target string|the  and � 0 functions, which if they can be properly harnessed, should bring abouta better translation, given the extra evidence that has been brought to bear in its generation.The main problem in both models is that the target f-structure built may not be acceptable to the targetlanguage model, either because it is missing as an exemplar from that model (i.e. it is unable to be de-constructed via �0 into a c-structure), or because given the target model, it is provably ill-formed. In thesecircumstances it may well be that the two corpus bags (ill-formed and well-formed) can eke out a (partial)solution, and again, given Model 2 we have the built-in DOT model on which to fall back should the �0mapping fail.Finally, either model presented here could be extended to cope with LFG �-structures (cf. Butt 1994), withthe further addition of a mapping �0 to relate target f- and �-structures (i.e. f 0 and �0), to bring still moreinformation to bear to the translation process. This would tie in nicely with the extensions to DOP tocope with semantics which have already been developed (Bonnema et al. 1997), resulting in more complexmodels.4.2 The Discard Function in LFG-DOPOur proposed models for MT using LFG-DOP centre on the use of the Discard function 7. There are twopossible interpretations of how Discard a�ects the treebank: the �rst possibility (P1) assumes the machineryof LFG-DOP in its entirety as outlined by Bod & Kaplan (1998), whereas the second (P2), whilst maintainingthe Discard operation, employs it solely at what might be termed `parse-time'.In P1, the treebank contains all possible fragments derivable via Root, Frontier, and Discard. That is, thefragments derivable via Discard are created prior to combination, which follows on in a separate procedure.The immediate criticism which arises in such circumstances is that the treebank is potentially huge, andperhaps unmanageable. Discard is used solely to improve robustness, just in case we encounter ill-formedstrings, or well-formed strings whose interpretations can only be derived via the generalization of f-structurefragments. However, note also that the adoption of this model will also a�ect combinations where there isno ill-formed input, in terms of increasing the number of potential candidate fragments participating in thecombination stage, which causes the probability model to be altered. A potentially far more serious problemis the increased processing time necessary to cope with the larger bag of fragments. The good thing aboutmaintaining such a huge treebank is that no extra routines are needed (although the search problem is an24



astronomical one).Nevertheless, already for Tree-DOP (Bod 1995) the number of fragments becomes extremely large even forrelatively small corpora, e.g. 106 fragments for the (small, at 750 sentences) ATIS 8 corpus if lexicalisedfragments are used. Despite this, it was possible to make Tree-DOP practical, �rst by estimating the mostlikely parse via Monte-Carlo sampling (op cit.), then by estimating the most likely parse via the most likelyderivation (Sima'an 1995, 1996). Although in this latter case the results are sub-optimal compared with thoseobtained `full' processing, the parser created operates in near to real time for a corpus of 10,000 strings.Nevertheless, if there is an explosion of fragments in DOP, then the number of fragments in LFG-DOP ispotentially crippling. As Cormons (forthcoming) shows with the simple example (33):
(33) SNP VPJohn V NPlikes Mary

266666666666666666664
SUBJ 2664 PRED `John'NUM SGGEND MASC 3775PRED `likesh("SUBJ)("OBJ)i'OBJ 266664 PRED `Mary'NUM SGGEND FEMCASE ACC 377775

377777777777777777775there are a potential 256 hc,f,�i derivable fragments just for the VP, which are restricted to 32 by link-ing words in the c-structure with their corresponding f-structure predicates at the time of fragmentation.Notwithstanding this, it can be seen that the amounts of data we are dealing with are non-trivial.4.2.1 Alignment Problems in LFG-DOPAssuming that we are able to link c-structure nodes with their corresponding f-structure attributes, there aresome rather more problematic instances, for which, while being somewhat more peripheral to the argumentas a whole, some solution needs to be found. For instance, one can have discontinuous elements in thec-structure which need to `come together' in the f-structure, as in (34):(34) SNP VPJohn V NP Partphoned Mary up 2666664 SUBJ h PRED `John' iPRED `phone-uph(....)i'OBJ h PRED `Mary' i 3777775In addition, there are examples of elements in the f-structure which have no overt c-structure nodes to whichthey can be linked, such as in (35): 25



(35) SNP VPJohn V VPtried to go 2666666664 SUBJ h PRED `John' iPRED `tryh(....)i'XCOMP 24 SUBJ h iPRED `goh(....)i' 35 3777777775This latter example merits some discussion. The LFG device of functional control makes explicit the `un-derstood' SUBJ of go via an explicit equation: (" SUBJ) = (" XCOMP SUBJ), illustrating that John isSUBJ both of try and go. Nevertheless, we would be wrong in physically linking the John c-structure nodeto both SUBJ slots in the f-structure, as the line linking these two SUBJ slots indicates re-entrance of thestructure, namely that there are two distinct paths to this structure, which are token (and by implicationtype) identical, which is di�erent from having two copies of the same structure in di�erent locations, whichmay be type, but not necessarily token identical.4.2.2 Limiting the Number of FragmentsDespite the potential explosion of fragments in LFG-DOP, a number of ways of limiting this suggest them-selves:1. It is possible to distinguish between lexical features such as gender and number on the one hand, andstructural features like case on the other, which could be regarded as a universal distinction. We mightenforce the restriction that lexical features can only be discarded if the word (the PRED value) towhich they are linked is also discarded.2. Those tree fragments greater than depth 1 (i.e. containing some categories with no associated terminals)could be disregarded unless at least one non-terminal contains an overt lexical item as its daughter,i.e. they should be in Reibach (rather than Chomsky) Normal Form (cf. Tree Insertion Grammars|Schabes and Waters, 1995). The problem here is that in these circumstances we would most likely needto incorporate an Adjunction operation into our DOP model, as it is known that even if lexicalisedCFG's can generate the same strings, they severely undergenerate with respect to structures. Thiswould have unfortunate consequences for our models. The only di�erence between DOP and models likeProbabilistic Tree Adjoining Grammars (PTAG|Resnik 1992) or Stochastic Tree Adjoining Grammars(STAG|Schabes 1992) is the Adjunction method of composition in TAG, which makes STAG (andPTAG) mildly context-sensitive. Given also that STAG is derived from an underlying grammar,certain word dependencies such as (20) cannot be captured by STAG, whereas DOP can handle suchcollocational information quite naturally. Finally, only the probability of a derivation can be calculatedgiven current implementations of STAG, and we need to know also what the probability of a tree, andperhaps its meaning, is. Currently, therefore, STAG is restricted by the linguistic dependencies of theunderlying grammar (a competence model), whereas DOP clearly favours a performance model.3. We might attempt to rede�ne the Discard Function so that its e�ects are not so wide-ranging.It is this latter proposal that we will now explore further.26



4.3 A Reinterpretation of the Discard FunctionOf course, we may hope that the savings in processing time for DOP carry over to LFG-DOP MT. Assumingthis not to be the case, however, we advocate the adoption of P2, which strives to avoid such extra processing.Discard is used to derive fragments only where absolutely necessary, i.e. in those cases where generalisedfragments are the only recourse to achieving a translation given the treebank derived via Root and Frontier.The treebank is, therefore, obviously much smaller than in P1. P1 is simple, but perhaps intractable due tothe search problem. If we adopt P2 to try to avoid this, then the minimum criterion is that Discard shouldapply only when uni�cation fails. This obviously entails further computation, as we need to stipulate what`uni�cation failure' means; for example, we want Discard to operate when we have a clash in value for agiven attribute such as NUM=SG and NUM=PL, but not when we have a clash of PRED values, such asPRED=John and PRED=Mary. There must be a countable number of instances of such cases|one canthink of subject-verb agreement, relative-clause agreement between the verb and the modi�ed NP, as well asbetween this NP and the relative pronoun. Others will include all cases where there is a chain of derivation,i.e. including all movement phenomena, and so on. Once this list has been established, we envisage threeways in which composition via Discard could work:1. Use Discard every time any such uni�cation failure is encountered.The problem here is that there would be lots of redundancy, and the amount of computation is poten-tially crippling. The advantage is that such computation is done on the y, so that no storage of theextra fragments derived would be needed.2. For all structures in the treebank a�ected by such a uni�cation failure, perform Discard on all suchstructures, and put the results into an `ill-formed bag' (IFB), leaving the original treebank una�ected,i.e. nothing goes into the `well-formed bag' (WFB)|the original treebank|which has been producedby a Discard operation.The problem with this scenario is that there is a lot of computation, but it only needs to be done oncefor each type of uni�cation failure. The merit of such an approach is that as a distinction is madebetween what is and what is not grammatical, the separate IFB is available for subsequent ill-formedinput to use, making it more probable that a `correct match' (or at least some useful bits of structure)will be found for these, analogously to EBMT (cf. x3.1). Note also that the de�nition of grammaticality(cf. x2.3) is maintained here.3. For all structures encountered subsequent to a uni�cation failure, that would be a�ected in the sameway, perform Discard on all such structures in the treebank, and calculate probabilities on these a�ectedstructures only.The main problem with this approach is that all structures already encountered which had uni�cationfailures need to be stored, so that other similar instances can be identi�ed in the future. The mainadvantage is that the whole treebank is not a�ected by the Discard operation; only `similarly a�ected'structures are subjected to the generalization process.27



No matter which option is selected here, we have assumed (unrealistically) that the treebank size remainsconstant, i.e. there is no dynamic addition to the treebank. If this were to happen, i.e. if we add a new treeand associated f-structure (and the fragments derived via Root and Frontier) to the treebank, in theory weshould be able to delete some fragments from the IFB. However, in practice this is not a problem because ifa hierarchical model is posited in which the WFB is searched before the IFB, the new well-formed fragmentsin the WFB will obviate the need to go to the IFB at all in such cases, although there may be an elementof redundancy in such a model.One more urgent problem is the de�nition of the circumstances whereby the IFB is to be visited. We proposethat once the WFB has been left, it is impossible to return until the analysis of the next sentence. Thisrestriction is necessary because sentences can contain more than one uni�cation error, so that if one tries toresolve the �rst error encountered by going to the IFB, when trying to resolve subsequent errors, one wouldneed to go back to the WFB, thereby potentially bringing back fragments derived from the IFB into theWFB, and we want to keep this pristine. The stipulation is, therefore, that one only goes to the IFB whena fragment with Root=s has been fully evaluated in the WFB.These are all ideas for future investigation. It is clear that the Discard function of Bod & Kaplan (1998) is fartoo unconstrained, so that its application needs to be limited in some way to control the forseen explosion offragments. The suggested solutions, at least one of which needs to be incorporated into our �nal LFG-DOPtranslation model, can perhaps only be best evaluated by implementation. We intend to report fully on theresults of our investigations when these become available.4.3.1 The Role of Discard in each stage of the Translation ProcessFinally here, let us convince ourselves of the contribution of the Discard function to the robustness issue.In traditional MT systems, three main distinctions are made between di�erent phases of the translationprocess|parsing, transfer, and generation. How does Discard get us robustness in each of these phases?The �rst of these needs little further discussion, as this is the primary reason for its importation in the �rstplace: namely, parsing ill-formed input, and dealing with unknown words and structures. Of course, to thesystem these are one and the same. So, with respect to MT, in dealing with the source language the taskof the syntactic disambiguation component is the calculation of the probability distribution of the variousprobable parses. Bod (1995) outlines possible methods of dealing with unknown words, where Tree-DOPremoves terminals from trees to at least allow POS categories to be estimated. This, of course, helps providea (hopefully correct) context for DOP to allow further processing to continue. However, Bod (1995) notesthat the biggest problem is not the parsing of unknown words, but rather the processing of items which arecontained in the corpus, but for which other grammatical categories are required.In the transfer phase (that is, where the two languages interface with one another in the system), the e�ectof Discard in parsing has knock-on e�ects here too. If an interpretation for some unknown element has beencorrectly assigned (i.e. surpasses some user-de�ned threshold, say), then this should help ensure the correctselection of the lexical item on the target side. Given also that all source fragments will be aligned withtheir target counterparts, some translation will always be found, if all source words are contained in thecorpus. This may not, however, be the correct translation, owing to the possibility of other translations28



for ambiguous words not (yet) covered in the corpus, or even lexical gaps. In all such situations, of course,rule-based methods have nothing to say.When it comes to generating the target string, the robustness brought to bear by Discard in parsing thesource text may also help ensure the correct translation on the target side. Given that our LFG-DOPtranslation models are envisaged as reversible, Discard contributes both on the source and target sides in asimilar manner.4.3.2 A Summary of the two Interpretations of the Discard FunctionThe adoption of P1 (i.e. using Bod & Kaplan's formulation of Discard) has a major problem when it comesto searching the treebank because of the explosion of fragments, which we note is particularly a problem forLFG-DOP. We therefore propose to adopt (some variant of) P2. However, there are many questions to beresolved before doing so. Nevertheless, if we adopt P2, the bene�ts are:1. The problem of explosion of fragments we get via P1 is alleviated considerably, i.e. the treebank (WFB)stays the same size. In addition, P1 adversely a�ects the processing of well-formed input, which P2avoids.2. Depending on the number of types of ill-formed input (i.e. the small number which cause uni�cationfailure), the IFB would not be too big, so the added complexity of the hierarchical model introducedhere does not seem to be onerous compared to the vast reduction in the number of fragments assumedin P1.3. Just as with EBMT systems, the larger the IFB, the greater the chance of �nding a good match for theill-formed input one might be confronted with in the future, which cuts down the amount of processingrequired by the Discard operation as the size of the treebank increases.4.4 Semi-automatic Generation of DOP & LFG-DOP CorporaMost of the examples presented here are illustrated by means of very small corpora, but nevertheless even atthis level they demonstrate issues which lead us to favour LFG-DOP MT over DOT, for example. A majorproblem for researchers interested in LFG-DOP is the absence of suitable, extensive corpora.Given this, in order to demonstrate further the feasibility of LFG-DOP MT, we have begun to develop ourown DOP and LFG-DOP corpora (Van Genabith & Way 1999). Initially we took the publicly available setof 100 sentences of the parsed AP corpus (cf. note 5.). Despite its small size, this was su�ciently large todemonstrate the plausibility of our approach. An example of such a sentence is (36):(36) A001 39 v[N The_AT march_NN1 N][V was_VBDZ [J peaceful_JJ J]V] ._.29



We then automatically extract the rules from this corpus (after automatically pre-processing some of theinput to make it Prolog compatible), create automatically LFG-macros for each lexical category, annotatethe extracted rules with LFG functional schemata by hand, and reparse the original set of sentences (recastin Prolog). For the sentence in question, the march was peaceful, the relevant annotated rules and lexicalitems are as in (37):(37) lex(at(the)).lex(nn1(march)).lex(vbdz(was)).lex(jj(peaceful)).rule(n(A), [at(B),nn1(C)]) :-A === B,A === C.rule(j(A), [jj(B)]) :-A === B.rule(v(A), [vbdz(B),j(C)]) :-A === B,A:vcomp === C.rule(sent(A), [n(B),v(C)]) :-A:subj === B,A === C.We are thus able to produce source f-structures, as in (38):(38) sent(n(at(the),nn1(march)),v(vbdz(was),j(jj(peaceful))))subj : spec : thepred : marchnum : sgvcomp : pred : peacefultense : pastpred : beGiven the complexity of some of the strings and accompanying structures, producing f-structures automati-cally in this manner may be easier than producing them by hand on the y, for a corpus of any real size. Ofcourse, anyone working in corpus-based techniques remains open to the vagaries of the coding of that corpus,so that misparses cause incorrect f-structures to be produced, but very few other errors are introduced byour automatic procedure. 30



In order to produce target f-structures, all that is necessary is to add � -equations to the lexical and structuralrules, and reparse the input strings. For example, the German target f-structure corresponding to the inputsentence in (36) is (39):(39) tau : subj : spec : diepred : demonstrationnum : sgvcomp : pred : ruhigtense : pastpred : seinNow that these exist, we intend to use one of the standard LFG generation algorithms (cf. Wedekind, 1988;Kohl, 1992) to produce target c-structures, and (via the �0 operation outlined above) target strings.4.4.1 Interim ResultsAt this juncture we have produced a monolingual LFG-DOP corpus based on the 100 AP sentences, andare satis�ed that our methodology is sound. It is also portable to other corpora, which is important giventhat the larger AP corpus is unavailable. We are about to switch to a publicly available corpus, either theLOB Corpus (cf. note 5), or the Penn Treebank (cf. note 3). Once this has been done, we shall publishfurther results. Nevertheless, even at this stage we feel that the bones of the system exist, and foresee noreal impediment to producing a large, working system based on a substantial corpus incorporating fully theideas outlined here.5 ConclusionsNone of the main exemplars of MT system have been particularly successful in solving di�cult translationproblems. A new MT system | DOT| is based on DOP, which has been presented as a promising paradigmfor NLP. Despite provably deriving the most probable translation, DOT is not guaranteed to produce thebest, or even a correct translation, since it is unable to explicitly link exactly those fragments which playthe decisive role in translation.Bod & Kaplan (1998) have shown how DOP and LFG can be integrated to provide a powerful mechanismfor the treatment of parsing. We have described how such a model may be extended to provide a reversible,hierarchical solution to the problems of MT in the spirit of the current trend for hybrid approaches. LFG-DOPMT promises to improve on previous attempts at using LFG for translation, particular where robustnessis concerned, being able to handle both unseen and ill-formed input with relative ease. It also ensures thatthe correct target f-structure is input into the generation process. It is reasonable to expect it to outperformpure statistics-based systems, having the additional facility of grammatical information at hand to use wherenecessary, as well as being able to provide collocational information outside the realms of systems with amore limited linguistic undercarriage. 31
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1. Compare the sentences:� John likes to swim.� John schwimmt gerne.In the English sentence, we see that like is the main verb, with swim occurring in the complement clause.In German, however, we see that schwimmen is the main verb, with the `liking' element portrayed by theadverb gerne. Like �!gerne can be handled interlingually|but in truly interlingual systems it must behandled neutrally! This could be with like or schwimmen as head: the �rst option would mirror theEnglish, whereas the second would be more like the German, but neither would be neutral.2. The question as to how ill-formed a text has to be before any processing of it is unmerited is merely notedhere. Note also that it is possible (though unlikely) for such ill-formed data to skew the results obtainedby such a system. The reader will note that this concern ultimately inuences our proposals for models ofLFG-DOP MT.3. http://linc.cis.upenn.edu/~treebank/home.html4. http://grid.let.rug.nl:4321/5. http://www.hit.uib.no/icame.html6. http://www-rali.iro.umontreal.ca/TransSearch/TS-simple-uen.cgi7. Note that if we were to omit Discard from a model of MT, we would have a model analogous to EBMT,but it would di�er from that posited in x3.1 above as it contains elements of f-structure in addition to PS-treefragments, i.e. fragments of hc,f,�i.8. http://www.cis.upenn.edu/ldc/ldc catalog.html#atis
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